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Committee Secretary
Community Support Services
Committee
Parliament House
George Street
Brisbane Qld 4000

Good morning,

I write to you today to state categorically that the current emergency powers and attendant actions by the
government must be ceased forthwith and not continued or re commenced in any way.  They should not be
extended.  I am not submitting this on behalf of any group, organisation or institution.  This is my individual
personal statement.

There are many valid reasons for this position.  The information mentioned below is readily available.

The pandemic is over as we know it. This has been stated by medical experts and jurisdictions the world over.
What we have now is an endemic disease on par with the yearly flu and is in fact more in line with the common
cold (due to the matching spike protein mutations). The Chief Health Officer himself has stated it is “a mild
respiratory virus”. 

The Omicron variant is not a danger to health that it is purported to be. Bill Gates only days ago stated publicly
that Omicron has acted as a vaccine far better than any vaccine that has been made by man.  The doctor who
originally located OMICRON, Dr. Angelique COETZEE has stated as much.

The FDA in the USA has stated it will revoke the emergency use approval of the PCR test (DEC21) due to
issues with its validity, thereby rendering it practically useless now, and making all results gained from it either
suspect or completely invalid.  Thus the basis for the entirety of lockdowns, restrictions, masks, medical
discrimination of the unvaccinated, etc. is now at best questionable, at worst, well.

A multitude of jurisdictions the world over are removing all COVID restrictions as they know the emergency is
over. The United Kingdom is one such nation.

The US senate has just voted to pass legislation to declare the COVID emergency over and to remove all
national emergency powers as they know the emergency is now over and they have a seasonal endemic cold.

The death numbers for COVID in Australia generally and Queensland in particular are incredibly low and with
the latest verified data from the Australian Bureau of Statistics has now shown it to be even lower still and
absolutely no justification for continued emergency powers or restrictions of any kind. State government’s own
data shows hundreds of thousands of infections and active cases yet we do not see a direct correlation with
increases in deaths to the degree that would warrant emergency powers.

Recent data from meta studies from Johns Hopkins Medical Research Institute in the USA has shown quite 
categorically that lockdowns, restrictions, masking, discrimination against the unvaccinated and all associated
COVID measures made little to no difference to the ultimate death rates and numbers from COVID.   What they
did show however, was the enormous damage they did to economies, education, mental health, safety, and child
development.  Further use of emergency powers and restrictions will do more damage that anything.

Having busy hospitals is not in anyway a justification for taking away citizen’s fundamental human rights.  It is
unethical and immoral. The medical discrimination of the unvaccinated with absolutely no medical or scientific
justification is a breach human rights, unethical and immoral.

I reiterate, for these reasons listed, and many others that exist, for natural justice to be paramount, the
emergency powers must be ceased. There must also not be any amendments to any other acts to insert
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emergency powers into regular legislation in any way in an attempt to circumvent the requirement to reach an
emergency threshold.

Kind regards,

Adrian Knight
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